
Siurells, siulets or xiulets.

Siurell
The siurell is a clay figurine with an attached whistle, characteristic of Mallorcan
pottery made by women . 1
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Made from time immemorial, siurells (also siulets or xiulets , whistles or whistles) are not of Muslim origin. 2  Specialists as Rossello Bordoy
, 3  Natacha Seseña or runner-Matheos accept its relationship minoica ceramic cretense . 4

As an instrument it was used by ranchers and shepherds to control their herds and even compose songs that survive in some Mallorcan folk
dances. Figurines and the like occur in other islands of the Mediterranean ( Ibiza , Sardinia or Crete ), and also in the Iberian Peninsula (eg
pitos of Andujar also clay whistles. 5

The siurell is a roughly modeled clay figurine with the fingers and held on a base to which is attached a whistle that gives the toy-instrument
its name. It is traditionally made by hand by women (previously helped by children). Once cooked, it is immersed in a lime bath, holding the
figure by the whistle, which thus remains clean. Once the lime engalba has dried , it is decorated with stripes and dots of various colors -
green, red, blue, yellow- obtained with simple anilines dissolved in water. Although this primitive, cheap and ecological procedure is still in
use, the growing tourist demand and progress itself have led to the replacement of lime by industrial white paint and the manufacture of
partsglazed .

The models are very varied: from fantastic, pseudo-mythical and mysterious figures such as animals, giants, demons and dwarfs, to everyday
representations, formerly rural and more recently post-industrial (motorcycles, airplanes, footballers). The size has also evolved: from ten to
twenty centimeters of the traditional small siurell , figures of up to half a meter in size have been reached. 6  Among the anthropomorphic
figures, women with wide hats or tiaras are constant of 'design'and flared skirts –which serve as the base of the piece–, with arms raised as if
they were dancing. The men, with hats and crooks, standing or squatting, or on a cavalry. Among the zoomorphs, the bull with its
exaggerated antlers and butterfly wings stands out. 1

The ethnographer Guadalupe González-Hontoria explains the tradition of buying the siurell at fairs or pilgrimages and taking it to the
children who had entrusted their money to the father, uncle or neighbor who made the order. Hence the farewell phrase that the older said
when he left for the market: "you will siular" (if he had given him money from his small savings) or "you will not siular", if the little one did
not decide to entrust it to him.

Formerly they were manufactured in many pottery on the island of Mallorca, most of them disappeared: Llubí , Felanich , Sinéu , Manacor ,
Petra ... Production continues in Inca , Santa María del Camino and especially in two towns in the municipality of Marrachí : Sa Cabaneta
and Pòrtol, and in another exclusive center: Consell . 7

One of the most traditional workshops in Sa Cabaneta is that of "Ca Madò Bet des Siurells", created a hundred years ago by Isabel Amengual,
better known as Madò Bet . His daughter Francisca Palou followed his work and later his granddaughter Coloma. 1

The emblematic character of the siurell led to the "Silver Siurell Award" being awarded to the Majorcan of the year since the 1970s; thus, to
José Amengual in 1973, María del Mar Bonet in 1974, or Chenoa in 2005.
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